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Abstract. Incompressible smoothed particle hydrodynamics method has been used to
simulate the sedimentation of a two-dimensional rigid elliptic disc in quiescent medium in
presence of an external electric field. The motion of the elliptic disc in the absence of the
electric field is compared to literature data and good agreement is observed. The results
show that the trajectory of the elliptic disc in presence of the electric field is strongly
affected by the electrical properties of fluid and solid.
1 Introduction
This study deals with the motion of a rigid elliptic particle sedimenting in a quiescent
background fluid. At low Reynolds numbers, the particle tends to sediment lying flat on
its major axis [1]. When placed in an external electric field, the electrical forces exerted
on the particle may result in a moment that changes its orientation [2]. The electric field
induced rotation in this case is of particular significance in particle orientation in sprays
or microfluidic devices, to name a few [3, 4].
Electrohydrodynamics of multiphase flows have been successfully investigated using
incompressible smoothed hydrodynamics (ISPH) method before [5]. Here, an isothermal
two dimensional ISPH method is used to calculate velocity, pressure and electrical po-
tential of the elliptic particle and its surrounding fluid. The sedimentation of an elliptic
particle in the absence of the external electric field has been investigated before in [1, 6]
and our method is validated in [7].
The sedimentation pattern of the elliptic particle is highly dependent on the electrical
properties of the system and proximity of the boundaries. To investigate the long term
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sedimentation patterns, a shifting boundary condition is implemented and tested without
the electric field. Then, four sets of boundary conditions and two different sets of electrical
properties are simulated and the behavior of the elliptic particle is investigated.
2 Governing Equations and Geometry
Equations governing an incompressible flow subject to an external electric field may
be written in dimensionless form as






∇ · τ + 1
Eg
f(e), (2)
where u is the velocity vector, p is pressure, ρ is density, t is time and D/Dt = ∂/∂t+u ·∇






where µ denotes viscosity and superscript † represents the transpose operation. f(e) is




E · E∇ε+ qvE. (4)
Here ε denotes electric permittivity, qv is is the volume charge density near the interface
while E is the electric field vector. Assuming small dynamic currents and neglecting
magnetic induction effects, the electric field is irrotational [8] and may be represented
by gradient of an electric potential ϕ, E = −∇ϕ. Further assumption of fast electric
relaxation time compared to viscous relaxation time leads to the following relations for
electric potential and charge density
∇ · (σ∇ϕ) = 0, (5)
qv = ∇ · (ε∇ϕ) , (6)
where σ is the electrical conductivity.
Dimensionless values are formed using the following scales






g/d, E = E∗/E∞, ϕ = ϕ
∗/E∞H,
p = (p− ρg · x)∗ /ρfgd, D = ρs/ρf , V = µs/µf ,
P = εs/εf , C = σs/σf ,
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Figure 1: General schematic of the test cases










Here E∞ is the undisturbed electric field intensity, H is the distance between electrodes
and d =
√
ab denotes equivalent ellipse diameter. An asterisk marks dimensional variables
whereas subscripts s and f denote fluid and solid phases, respectively.
Figure 1 shows the general geometry of the cases studied here. The elliptic particle
is positioned at (w, h) in a W × H rectangular box at an angle θ with respect to the
horizontal axis. Aspect ratio of the ellipse is set to a/b = 2. Gravitational acceleration
acts in positive y direction. When electric field is present, an electric potential difference
of ∆ϕ = E∞H is imposed between horizontal walls, generating an undisturbed electric
field parallel to side walls. Details of initial particle arrangement are given in [7].
3 Numerical Method
To distinguish between different phases, a color function ĉ is defined such that it as-
sumes a value of zero for one phase and unity for the other. The color function is then







to ensure smooth transition between the properties of each phase when used for their
interpolation. Here, ψi =
∑Jn
j=1 Wij, is the number density of SPH particle i, calculated
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as the sum of interpolation kernel of neighboring particles i and j over all neighbors of
particle i, Jn. Interpolation kernel, W (rij, h), is a function of the magnitude of distance











where χ may denote density, viscosity, permittivity or conductivity.
The solid region is treated as a liquid with a viscosity ratio of V = 100 [7]. Addition-












uj × rjs, (11)
which are used to assign an individual velocity to each solid particle according to
ui = us + ωs × ris. (12)
Here, ris = ri − rs where rs denotes the solid object’s center of mass, Js is the number of
particles present in the solid phase and Is is the solid object’s moment of inertia about
its center of mass.
A predictor-correcter scheme is employed to advance the governing equations in time
with a variable timestep according to ∆t = 0.25h/umax, where umax is the largest particle
velocity magnitude [10]. In the predictor step, (5) and (6) are solved to obtain f
(n)
(e)

























where starred variables represent intermediate values and superscript (n) denotes values
at the nth time step. Number density and fluid properties are calculated according to the
intermediate position of the interface. The artificial particle displacement vector in (13),
δri, is defined as in [10] and a constant value of 0.06 is used.
Using intermediate values, pressure at the next time step is calculated and positions
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Table 1: Configurations for testing the shifting boundary condition.
Case A B C D
Top and bottom No-slip Shifting No-slip Shifting


















In these equations, the rigidity constraints ((11) and (12)) are implemented after each
velocity update.
Details of the spatial discretization and enforcement of boundary conditions are given
in [7].
4 Results
4.1 Shifting boundary condition
A sedimenting ellipse is likely to move in a periodic manner. However, the period
of such motion may be very long and the effects of bounding walls may be substantial.
As such, the long-term simulation of the sedimentation of the elliptic particle may be
necessary for observing the periodic motion in some cases. To implement the shifting
boundary, the ellipse is placed at the center of the computational domain. As its center
of mass moves up by one particle spacing, all particles are shifted so that the ellipse is
vertically centered. Any particles transfered out of the upper boundary are discarded and
a new layer of particles are added at the bottom boundary. If the computational domain
is high enough, the ellipse will continue its descent without limitation.
Since the motion of the ellipse without electric field is well studied, the method is
tested in the absence of an external electric field [1, 6, 7]. The parameters are set as
D = 1.1, Re = 58.8, a/b = 2, W/a = 4, h/d = 34 and θ = π/4. Computational domain
is discretized by 80035 particles. The combination of the boundary conditions used here
are given in table 1.
In most cases, the effects of top and bottom walls should not contaminate the results
and the simulations are terminated before wall effects appear. However, the effects of side
walls are unavoidable in sedimentation in confined domains [1]. In this sense configurations
A-B and C-D are paired for comparison. It is expected that cases B and D behave similar
to cases C and D as long as the ellipse is far from the bottom wall. Figure 2 plots the
horizontal position and orientation of the particle with respect to its vertical position.
Cases A and C reach the bottom wall at y∗/W = 6 while cases B and D may continue
indefinitely. The agreement between A-B and C-D pairs is excellent and this means that
from a hydrodynamic point of view, the implementation of the shifting boundary has no
effect on the sedimentation. It is worth mentioning that in all cases, the ellipse comes to a
horizontal orientation while its position is dependent on the side wall boundary condition.
With a no-slip wall, the hydrodynamic forces move the ellipse toward the center of the
5
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Figure 2: Horizontal position (a) and orientation (b) of the elliptic disc while sedimenting.
domain while in the periodic configuration, the ellipse settles further away from its starting
horizontal position. The Reynolds numbers based on terminal velocity, Ret = ρfutd/µf ,
is equal to 15.1 and 16.2 for A-B and C-D pairs, respectively. As expected, this shows
that the ellipse descends slower in confined domain due to wall effects.
4.2 Boundary effects on sedimentation
The introduction of the electrical field may significantly alter the behavior of the ellipse
sedimenting in quiescent fluid. Two sets of permittivity ratio and conductivity ratio pairs
of (10, 20) and (20, 0.1) are used and will be referred to as cases S and U, respectively.
The significance of the electrical parameters chosen is that the former has τs < τf while
the latter has τs > τf , where τ = ε/σ. This means that the electrical forces resist rotation
for case S while the situation for case U is more complex. Velocity boundary conditions
are as given in table 2. For configurations A and B no electric field lines pass through the
side walls while in configurations C and D, the side walls are periodic. Reynolds number
is set to 58.8 while Electrogravitational number is equal to 27.7.
Figure 3 plots the horizontal position and orientation of the ellipse versus its vertical
position for S cases. In all cases, the ellipse aligns itself with the electric field almost
instantly, regardless of the boundary configuration, with cases A-B and C-D following
the same trajectory. When side walls are present, i.e. configurations A and B, the ellipse
moves slowly toward the center of the computational domain whereas in configurations
C and D, the ellipse remains to the right of its starting horizontal position. It is worth
noting that the early horizontal deviation in electrified cases is in the opposite direction
6
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Figure 3: Horizontal position (a) and orientation (b) of the elliptic disc of case S while sedimenting in
an external electric field.
of the cases without the electric field.
Figure 4 provides the horizontal position and orientation of the ellipse for case U.
Unlike case S, case U shows remarkably different trajectories with different boundary
configurations. While cases CU and DU behave similarly with a periodic motion, cases
AU and BU are completely unrelated. This shows that the electrical boundaries have
notable effects when there is a race between f(ep) = −E ·E∇ε/2 and f(eq) = qvE (equation
(4)). Cases CU and DU follow a periodic trajectory to the left of their starting position
and rotate up to ten degrees around the flat orientation. Case BU follows a periodic
motion of equal horizontal distance and angular span to that of CU and DU at a higher
frequency in the center of the channel. Unlike others, case AU does not follow a periodic
trajectory and stays mostly in an upright orientation. It moves back and forth near the
left wall before changing direction in y∗/W = 4 and heading toward the right wall.
Table 2 provides Ret for all cases. For oscillating cases, the average vertical velocity is
used instead of the terminal velocity in computation of Ret. In agreement with the obser-
vations made above, cases AS-BS and CS-DS have similar terminal Reynolds numbers.
For case U, the oscillatory motion reduces the descent velocity resulting in smaller Ret.
As expected, cases CU and DU have similar terminal Reynolds numbers while the largest
Ret belongs to AU which descends in a mostly upright orientation.
To explore the effects of the electrical forces on the motion of case U in more detail,
figures 5 and 6 provide the torques and horizontal component of the forces applied to the
ellipse during its descent. The electrical force and torque are computed directly from the
electrical forces applied to particles of the solid phase. Since the FSI coupling technique
7
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Figure 4: Horizontal position (a) and orientation (b) of the elliptic disc of case U while sedimenting in
an external electric field.
Table 2: Terminal Reynolds number Ret for cases S and U for different boundary configurations. When
no electric field is applied Ret = 15.1 [7].
Case A B C D
S 22.1 21.9 22.8 22.8
U 19.7 9.6 11.1 11.2
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Figure 5: Hydrodynamic torque (blue), electric torque (red) and resultant torque applied to the ellipse
of case U with boundary configurations of A (a), B (b), C (c) and D (d) while sedimenting in an external
electric field. A positive value induces a counter-clockwise rotation.
used here does not provide an explicit interface for the solid body, the hydrodynamical
parts are found by subtracting the electrical components from the resultant torque and
force applied to the body. The resultant components are calculated using the position
and orientation of the ellipse in time. The results are smoothed using a Gaussian filter to
remove spurious oscillations.
The differences between case AU and other cases are apparent in both torque and forces
exerted on it. Having both side and top boundaries in its vicinity, the initial electrical
torque turns the ellipse in counter-clockwise direction to align it with the electric field.
The hydrodynamic torque is comparable but smaller than the electrical counterpart and
the ellipse maintains its orientation. This causes it to approach the left wall where it
is deflected due to electrical forces (y∗/W ≈0.75). While descending near the wall from
y∗/W ≈ 1 to 4, the electric torque encourages a flat orientation whereas the hydrodynamic
torque opposes it. The ellipse gets closer to the left wall progressively with each approach
and this reduces the hydrodynamic forces pushing it toward the wall. At y∗/W ≈ 4, the
ellipse breaks off the left wall and heads toward the opposing wall. While passing the
middle of the channel, the electrical and hydrodynamical forces become negligible. At
this position, electrical torque encourages a counter-clockwise rotation while a slightly
larger hydrodynamical torque resists it. After y∗/W ≈ 5, the bottom wall affects the
simulation.
Despite sharing the same side wall configuration with case AU, replacing top and
bottom boundaries with shifting walls changes the electrical effects exerted on case BU
9
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Figure 6: Horizontal component of hydrodynamic force (blue), electric force (red) and resultant force
applied to the ellipse of case U with boundary configurations of A (a), B (b), C (c) and D (d) while
sedimenting in an external electric field. A positive value moves the ellipse to the right.
significantly. Throughout its path, the electrical torque remains the dominant term and
dictates both rotation and horizontal position. Initially, the electrical torque turns the
ellipse toward a flat orientation while the hydrodynamic torque resists it. The electrical
torque is clockwise for positive angles and counter-clockwise for negative angles. Electrical
and hydrodynamic forces are in agreement and act to move the ellipse away from the
wall. The period of both forces are similar while the electric component lags behind the
hydrodynamic part.
Cases CU and DU act in a similar fashion. The electrical and hydrodynamical torques
alternate as the ellipse pivots around its flat orientation. The torques oppose each other
with the electrical torque as the dominant component. On the other hand, the dominant
force term is the hydrodynamic component. Although there are no side walls to induce
electrical forces in the horizontal direction, the domain width is small enough for the
periodic boundary to have an effect. The ellipse interacts with itself through the periodic
boundary and as the symmetry breaks a horizontal force is exerted on the ellipse. The
electrical force points in the negative direction for positive angles and in positive direction
for negative angels. This means that the ellipse is electrically forced to the left for positive
angles and to the light for negative angles, which is also in line with hydrodynamic
tendency of the ellipse. As a result, electrical and hydrodynamical forces have the same
period while the electrical part slightly lags behind.
10
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5 Conclusions
An ISPH method to simulate the sedimentation of an elliptic particle in quiescent
flow under external electric field is presented here. A shifting boundary condition for
long term simulation of the sedimentation is implemented and tested. It is seen that
the shifting boundary condition has negligible effects in the absence of the electric field.
The simulations in the presence of the electric field are carried out for two sets of elec-
trical properties and four different boundary configurations. The results show that both
electrical properties and the boundaries have significant effects on the trajectory of the
sedimentation.
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